Environmental Videographer Job Opening

The Utah Rivers Council seeks a contract Environmental videographer to assist in shooting our organization’s video projects and short films for our work to educate and engage people in conserving water and protecting Utah’s fantastic aquatic landscapes. We are looking for a good storyteller who can shoot, compile and organize footage. The Utah Rivers Council is a nonprofit conservation organization that works to implement protection for Utah’s lakes and rivers and to implement greater water conservation activities. Duties include shooting, compiling and organizing footage.

Organizational Background
The Utah Rivers Council works to protect Utah's rivers and clean water sources for citizens and wildlife. The URC has had many successes in protecting Utah’s rivers and promoting water conservation since 1995. Much of the URC’s recent success has involved citizen outreach to influence local, state and federal water and river policy.

Skills Needed
Excellent video shooting and organization skills, comfort with multi-tasking and an interest in water issues in Utah. Journalism or film background strongly preferred. Knowledge and familiarity on 360 cameras a plus.

Hours Available
This is a contract position with mostly part-time weekly duties with a flexible schedule and hours varying between 8 and 20 hours per week.

To apply
Send a cover letter explaining your interests and background, resume and a short video sample to: Lena Palmer lena@utahrivers.org